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COURSE SPECIFICS

G. Division Dean

A. Hours
B. Units
C. Prerequisites! Corequisites

Advisories
D. Course Description

Theories and techniques for grading patterns into multiple sizes, including
principles of fit, how the body grows, and various sizing types. Principles used in
creating markers for pattern layouts. Both conventional and computerized
methods are discussed.
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L GENERAL INFORMATION

A. Date
B. Department
C. Course Number
D. Course Title
E. Course Outline Preparer
F. Dept. ChairPerson

E. Field Trips
F. Method of Grading
G. Repeatability

IlL CATALOG DESCRIPTION

Yes
Letter Grade
No

Techniques for grading patterns into multiple sizes and creating markers for
pattern layouts utilizing both conventional and computerized methods

IV. COURSE OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. Grade a standard production pattern into multiple sizes, using the pattern

sliding technique.
2. Grade a standard production pattern into multiple sizes, using a gradometer or

grading machine.
3. Understand computeized methods used to grade a standard production pattern

into multiple sizes.
4. Create a production marker which utilizes the most efficient fabric layout.
5. Compare and contrast the theories and practices of industry grading and

marker production.
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6. Operate commonly used grading machil)es and computer programs to grade
patterns nad develop cutiing markers.

7. Understand the basic principles of how the body grows from size to size.

v. COURSE CONTENT

A. Introduction to grading: principles of body ! pattern growth
1. Circumference growth
2. Length growth
3. Width growth
4. Pattern size ranges

B. Pattern Grading:
1. tenns and equipment
2. grading rules
3. use of grading machine
4. computer applications in realtion to grading
5. practice problems in grading

C. Use of computer grading software
1. Basic overview of software
2. Entry of grading data for grade rules
3. File management of graded patterns
4. Testing the accuracy of graded patterns with nested and non- nested graded
patterns

D. Marker making
1. Types of markers: one-way, mixed sized, single sized
2. Detennining fabric efficiency
3. Practice problems in marker making

VI. INSTRUCfIONAL MEmOOOLOGY

A. Assignments
1. Practice problems! notebook:
graded patterns of different types (bodices, skirts, sleeves, etc.) including
specification charts, completed in full scale
2. Final grading project:
Grading of an individual design and all necessary patterns into mulitple sizes.
2. Practice problems! notebook- marker production. Development of marker for
a complete design line.
3. Computer assignments done in a lab relating to both grading and marker
production, relevant to the type of computer program used.

B. Evaluation
The practice problems evaluate the student's ability to accurately perfonn
necessary grading tasks as demonstrated in class. The final project, in which a
complex, individual design is graded in full-scale evaluates the student's

?
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understanding and analysis of grading operations in a professional situation.
The marker- making practice problems demonstrate the student's understand
of fabric efficiency and layout under many practical, industry-based situations.
The computer Practice assignments allow the student to develop speed and
efficiency in the use of the individual program, and in properly applying the
principles of grading, as demonstrated and practiced manually in class, to the
computer grading program.

C. Texts and Other Materials
Textbook: Grading Techniques for Fashion Design, 2nd ed., Fairchild
Publications 1996

VB. REQUESTED CLASSIFICATION

CREDITI DEGREE APPUCABLE (meets all standards ofTitle V. Section 55002
(a».


